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Upcoming
E V E N T S
Sept. 5-14

WESTERN FAIR

• Contact Sherry 451-4537
• Pro-life Booth

Sept. -

ILDERTON FAIR

• Contact Bonnie 666-2154
• Pro-life Table

Oct. 2-4

INTERNATIONAL
PRO-LIFE CONFERENCE
(page 7)

• Marriott Toronto Airport Hotel
• Contact CLC Toronto
1-800-730-5358

Oct. 5

• 2:30 - 3:30 p.m. (arrive 2:10 p.m.)
• City-wide Pro-life Witness

Oct. 14-17
Oct. 24, 25

SEXUAL AWARENESS
WEEK AT FANSHAWE
COLLEGE
NATIONAL
EUTHANASIA
SYMPOSIUM

• Victoria Inn, Winnipeg Manitoba
• Tickets Alex 1-877-439-4439

•
•
•
•
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A NATION IN DENIAL
President’s Message by Phil Arnsby
This summer Elaine and I participated in two missions witnessing
on the streets of Ontario with large graphic photos to the reality of
abortion. The first mission was in Toronto from July 11 to 15 and the
second took place in eight towns and cities in South Western Ontario
from Aug. 10 to 15. The Show the Truth missions have been taking
place for 12 years and the main organizer is Rosemary Connell from
Burnt River, Ontario.
Young and old pro-life people from across Ontario gather and usually sleep in a church
basement or Knights of Columbus Hall on their air mattresses, getting up at about 5:30 to 6
a.m. to grab a quick bite, and board the bus. They arrive at the pre-determined spot to set up
and pray 30 minutes prior to the first of three 11/2 hr. street presentations that day. Everyone
witnessing on the mission signs a Code of Conduct and is responsible for adhering to the
rules. The line coordinators have walkie-talkies and are responsible for setting out their lines
(up to 4 lines) and deal with any difficulties that occur on their line.

LIFE CHAIN SUNDAY
(page 3)

Nov. 14

London Area
Right to Life Association Inc.

REACHING MINDS
THROUGH THE MEDIA
GALA DINNER

Hellenic Centre, London
$60 per Person, 7 p.m. Dinner
Tickets 1-866-588-2684
Vicki Thorn, speaker

MONTHLY HOSPITAL WITNESS

• last Thursday (4 - 5:30 p.m.)
• LHSC (Wellington & Commissioners)

McDonald’s is
financially supporting
Planned Parenthood
(the largest
abortion provider
in North America).

In Toronto, we had a blistering hot week that
didn’t deter us from witnessing at the freestanding abortuaries, busy intersections, and at
Union Station. On the way to the church
basement at the end of our second day the bus
drove through a terrible rain storm (thanks to the
Lord we were in the bus) and when we arrived at
the hall the storm sewers had backed up and a
Toronto mission with 85 year young
large part of the basement floor was covered in
Fr. Ted Culliton (front centre).
water. Miraculously, only one of us had wet
sleeping gear - it could have been a disaster if all our sleeping gear and
bags had been affected. The rain stopped suddenly and after a few
hours of clean up we were back in business. The next day one of our
members, a man about 75 years old who uses two canes to walk, was
sitting on a small stool holding his sign. I was the line captain and the
day was so hot. I asked Philipe if he was hurting (he was slumped over).
He raised his head, looked at me and said, “Not as much as Jesus when
they crucified Him.”…amazing response!
The S. W. Ontario mission started in Windsor. A big thank you to
Fr. Vince Gulikers for the use of St. Patrick Church Hall and the meals
they provided. Fr. Vince said it would be a blessing for the parish for us
to be there. Meals were also provided in most of the eight cities/towns
- Leamington, Chatham, St. Thomas, Sarnia, Woodstock, Stratford and
London. London Knights of Columbus Hall (Council #6246) was our
resting place for London area thanks to Grand
Knight Leo Gulikers, brother of Fr. Vince
Gulikers.
Fr. Tony Van Hee (who has witnessed for 18
years on Parliament Hill in Ottawa) was on both
missions and it was possible to have Mass
almost everyday. We asked every-one holding a
graphic photo to pray at least one hour during
each 11/2 hour presentation.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

Two pro-life warriors,
Ali Vandervegt
(age 78) and
Philipe Defoujiere
(age 75)

Fr. Tony Van Hees opposite
Scott Abortion Mill - Toronto.
Note: Bags of disposable
waste from abortuary.

I calculated that approximately 27,000 people had
an opportunity to see our presentation over a 11/2
hour period at the busiest corners. It is likely that over
350,000 people over the 2 weeks of Show the Truth
presentations viewed the graphic reality of abortion.
Many wanted information and during the two
missions we handed out thousands of pro-life
pamphlets. There were hundreds of opportunities to
discuss the tragedy of abortion with irate, curious,
and sympathetic people.

Thousands of
pro-life phamphlets
handed out.

Discussion with
person from area.

We were interviewed by newspaper reporters and
for radio broadcast - Windsor had a 2 hour call-in
show. Letters continue to appear in local papers to
this day and the ripple effect of the two weeks is
ongoing. Many gave us the thumbs up or came up to
us and openly congratulated us for our courage.
Some adults don’t want children exposed to these
photos, particularly those who have children. Their
anxiety is a concern of ours as well. However, after
more than 500 Canadian presentations, we are
confident that when parents’ reactions are controlled
and age appropriate answers are given to their
children in a loving and calm manner that children are
not adversely affected.

Setting up the lines prior to prayers
and street presentations.

Early morning on the line.
Police in
St. Thomas
(background)
said many
had objected
to our
displaying
abortion
photos.

The toughest part of a mission for me personally
is not the 6 hours a day on the street, or crunched
together sleeping, or the daily abuse on the street. It
is the lack of support from some other pro-lifers for
this type of witness. Some say it is too extreme.
Extreme to me is not displaying the photos of
mangled babies, extreme to me is the destruction of
the child in the womb.

Local families joined our witness
at the presentations.

The bottom line…these Show the Truth missions
take place because our greatest and top priority is
to stop the premeditated and deliberate killing of
our brothers and sisters and sometimes this
involves upsetting the living. Let those who are
angry with our witness be thankful that someone
cared for them enough to allow them to live.

Rosemary Connell
speaks to local
reporter.

When the killing stops there will be no need to
witness on the streets. We pray for an end to abortion.

After presentation prayers in
Leamington, Ontario.
Loading photos on the bus and then
off to the next location.

SOMEBODY MUST PROTECT THE UNBORN
by Pat Bannon of Stratford and published in the Beacon Herald
I, too, was outraged last Friday, not at the pictures but what was depicted by them. The cruel and torturous dismemberment of
unborn children is a very real part of our society. The pictures show the truth of what is actually happening every day in our
government-funded hospitals and so-called clinics.
It was pictures very much like these - pictures of the atrocities that took place in the Nazi concentration camps - that outraged
most of Canada and the United States after the Second World War. People were so outraged that they wanted anyone associated with
it to be tried as war criminals. Just like in Nazi Germany, as Jews were considered non-persons, also in Canada and the United States,
the unborn are considered non-persons with no protection from the law.
The people who stand holding the signs and pictures that show the injustice and infanticide that is taking place may be likened to
the people who protected the Jews in the Second World War or the ones who helped the slaves to freedom or the ones who aided
women in the suffrage movement. They stand witness that in our society, injustice like this cannot be tolerated. These people are
heroes.
As far as the children having nightmares after seeing these pictures, I believe that we should all be having nightmares.
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LIFE CHAIN
A peaceful, prayerful witness to the truth

“will you not spend
one hour with me?”

Sunday, October 5, 2008
2:30 - 3:30 p.m.
Please arrive by 2:15 p.m.

YOUR LOCATION:
(see church bulletin board)
stand or bring a chair and sit with your church
London Area Right to Life Association 519-659-3334
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From the Office
by Margarida Andre, LARTLA office coordinator
I hope that everyone has had the opportunity to enjoy the
summer. Once again, I had the privilege of hosting our LARLA
volunteers’ and board members’ summer BBQ at our home.
We all had a great time and the food was fabulous! It was truly
memorable.

I would like to thank our volunteers who
continued to come in during the summer,
helping out with various projects.
We are now looking forward to the
Western Fair, Life Chain, and Fanshawe
College Sexual Awareness Week.
We have also worked closely with
Western Lifeline, the new pro-life club on
main campus. We supported them with
pro-life material including a Western
Lifeline banner for their upcoming Club Week.
We also hope to be of assistance to the King’s College Live for
Life Club.
I close this report with an appeal to you, our members, who
may be thinking about doing something more for the pro-life
movement…
Why not join us in volunteering at the office? We are in
need of someone for every second Friday afternoon and at
times to replace regular volunteers who may be absent.
Please call me at the office for additional information.

Summer gathering of volunteers at Margarida & Danny Andre’s home.

Thank you for your support of LARLA. May God bless you!
TRUDY

Walkathon 2008
On Saturday, June 7, the London Area Right to Life held the Annual
Walkathon. We are grateful for work done by Sherry Doiron in coordinating the
Walk. This pro-life witness is our main fundraiser and we raised over $20,000
with over 100 walkers participating.
We thank the
started the day
concelebrated by
Amszej and an
Campbell.

many clergy and pastors who supported this event. We
with a Catholic Mass celebrated by Fr. Gil Simard and
Fr. Joseph Morawski, Fr. Mukucha Kathemo, and Fr. Peter
interdenominational prayer service led by Pastor Joe

After registering their pledges, obtaining water bottles and pro-life
balloons, walkers gathered for the ribbon cutting by Trudy Ferwerda, and
started on the 5 km Walk.

Trudy Ferwerda, 85 years young, not only collected
pledges and cut the ribbon to start the walk but also
completed the walk with the aid of her 2 canes. Amazing.

After the Walk, we were royally entertained by musician Jake Levesque and
the children enjoyed the happy clown (Sharon Lang) and her pro-life puppet.
As usual Ted Schmidt and his crew did a great job with the BBQ. We would
also like to thank the coordinators Marian Obeda (on the registration tables
training Judy Newton and Teresa Gilbank), Deb Normand (check points), and
Janice Rutledge (crossing guards).

Left to Right:
David Stanford,
Theresa Fenik
(took pledges
for Fr. Joseph),
Fr. Joseph
Morawski,
Suzanne Cole
and Angie Ryan.

We are indebted to the clergy at the parishes who allowed us to take
pledges at their churches - Holy Family, Mary Immaculate, and St. George’s.
Holy Family raised the most this year with an amazing $3,495.00 (Fr. Joseph
Morawski walked for his pledges.) We are very grateful to the many who
collected pledges, and to those who allowed us to walk for them or joined us
in the Walk. Finally, we thank those who donated to this important fund-raising
witness.

Ted Smidt
(back to camera)
and his helper
BBQ up a great
treat.

DONORS OF SERVICES & ITEMS
Sharon Lang entertained children
as a clown with her puppet (far left).
Pictured with participant families.

Spectrum Communications 663-2109 • RADIOS
Kellogg’s Canada Inc. • SNACKS & TOYS
St. Mary’s Choir School and Church

Musician Jake Levesque
entertained after the walk.
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LETTER
FROM
AN
8 YEAR
OLD

Pro-lifer Intervenes
to Save Baby
Rosemary Connell, the main organizer for Show the Truth
Tour, is the mother of eight children, 4 natural and 4 adopted.
Lien, one of her adopted children, was born in Vietnam,
adopted at age eleven, and is now a young woman. The
following is the touching account of pro-life love and
perseverance told to us by Rosemary. (The young mother’s
name has been changed for privacy reasons.)

According to Vietnamese culture, a party is held to
celebrate a baby’s one month birthday. We attended and I held
little David! He’s safe, beautiful and loved by a huge extended
family. I thank God for Lien who is committed to the sanctity of
life and was not stopped by an irate grandfather or nervous
grandmother. She represents pro-lifers who faithfully intervene
to save babies when God places them between the mother and
the abortionist.
– Rosemary Connell

MORGENTALER’S
“howling pathologies at work in his mind”.

Lien heard of a 14 year old Vietnamese girl named Sarah
who was taken to the doctor by her mother for a pregnancy test
and then ultra-sound on a Friday in January to confirm a
pregnancy. Despite the baby being 14 weeks old, Sarah and
the doctor booked an abortion from the office for the following
Tuesday! Lien and I met with Sarah and the father (also 14
years old) and the baby’s grandmother for four hours on the
Sunday. Sarah’s sister and her father refused to meet with us.
After a lot of translated discussion, we finally showed Sarah
the “Life and Death” pamphlet (literature used by Show the
Truth). She looked at it, started to cry and ran upstairs. We
were concerned, but half an hour later she said she would not
have the abortion.

Herman Gooden
Herman Gooden, freelance writer, recently wrote a London Free Press
article entitled “Order Award Underhanded”. He used material prepared
by Evan Solomon for the CBC news in which Evan interviewed Morgentaler:
“I’m like a newborn baby,” he tells Solomon when asked about his recent
health scares. “I enjoy being alive.”
“I have an inordinate need to be loved by women,” he says.
“Sometime during my emotional development, I got the impression my
mother didn’t love me because there was a younger baby that she
devoted a lot of attention to. I believe she neglected me.”
Then Morgentaler pulls out a slender volume of his self-published
poetry and reads from the title work, The Goddess of the Golden Breast.
“A suckling baby am I / Nursing at the Golden Breast,” Morgentaler
reads. “Sometimes I would like to devour the breast that is feeding me /
To tear at the nipple and bite it… I hate and curse the breast and the
mother / I smash the goddess to bits / I look at myself, helpless, small
and hungry / And cry.”
I don’t know if Morgentaler sent this opus to publishers, but I can
think of a number of pro-life groups that would gladly have incurred the
expense of publishing this dreck so as to expose the howling pathologies
at work in his mind.
We encourage prayer for the conversion of Henry Morgentaler.

We sent out emails for prayers and people in turn prayed
and forwarded the request on to their contacts. Monday the
baby’s grandmother called and confirmed that they would not
be going to the abortion appointment.
So instead of going for the abortion
on the Tuesday, we went to Rosalie Hall
(a home for moms in crisis in
Scarborough) and Sarah moved in. She
got her credits for the term at school and
her baby boy was born in late June.
Sarah is back home and, although her
father is still angry, the family is thrilled
with beautiful little David.

Notice the “thumbs up”.
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ORGAN DONORS - BEWARE!
Aug. 13 and 14, 2008 (LifeSiteNews.com) In an article that
is sure to rock the world of Organ donation the highly
respected New England Journal
of Medicine (NEJM) has
published an ar ticle which
backs up the objections of
various pro-life groups, as well
as some scientists and
physicians, to certain types of
organ donation which involve
the removal of vital organs from
patients believed to be dead.
The problem, say the authors
of the NEJM article, is that in
many cases these patients
may not be dead at all.

Dr. John Shea
Key experts in the medical
field have, since its inception,
considered the 1969 invention of ‘brain death’ and the more
recent criteria of ‘cardiac death’ as unsupportable criteria for
true death. If it is true, however, that brain death and cardiac
death are invalid as criteria for true death, it would make
morally illicit vital organ donation, since such donation would
in some cases result directly in the killing of the donor for the
purpose of harvesting his organs.
Dr. John Shea, medical advisor to Campaign Life Coalition
and a physician who has done extensive research on the
ethical quandaries surrounding organ transplants, warns that
among the many problems is the pressure created by the
organ transplant business, whether public or privately funded,
to re-define death to obtain organs from patients who may still
be alive.

We developed this ad for the Fanshawe College newspaper.

GARDASIL UPDATE

In a detailed article in Catholic Insight magazine, Dr. Shea
wrote that some tissues such as bone marrow, corneas, heart
valves and skin may be removed after death has indisputably
occurred, after the loss of respiration and cardiac function and
the onset of rigor mortis. Other organs and parts of organs
can be donated by a living donor; these include kidneys and
portions of the liver. Both of these situations are morally
unproblematic.

Our Sept. 2007 Newsletter reported 3 deaths.
To date there have been 21 deaths.
Ottawa, Aug. 14, 2008 (LifeSiteNews.com) - Critics say
that the reasons to avoid using the HPV vaccine, Gardasil,
continue to pile up in the form of thousands of instances of
severe side effects, including numerous deaths. In
response to the mounting evidence that the vaccine may
not be safe for widespread use, the Centre for Disease
Control (CDC) is slated to release a study in October that
will attempt to determine the validity of these reports.
Judicial Watch, a public interest group, has closely
monitored Gardasil since it was released by creator Merck
in 2006, periodically detailing statistics on the numerous
side effects users have experienced. The most recent
report alleges that the drug has been responsible for 21
deaths and 9,749 adverse reactions, including 78
outbreaks of genital warts and 10 miscarriages.
As daunting as these current statistics are, it seems
that even they may be gravely underestimating the health
risks associated with using Gardasil. A study by the New
England Journal of Medicine claims that only about 10% of
drug induced side effects are reported to the Vaccine
Adverse Event Reporting System.
Furthermore, FiercePharma.com claims that experts
have criticized the actual effectiveness of the cervical
cancer vaccine, saying Merck has exaggerated the drugís
usefulness.

But the use of “brain death” and “cardiac death” criteria to
obtain soft tissue organs for transplant has given rise to
insoluble ambiguities that put vulnerable patients at risk. Dr.
Shea wrote, “A diagnosis of death by neurological criteria is
theory, not scientific fact.”
“There is no consensus on diagnostic criteria for brain
death. They are the subject of intense international debate.
Various sets of neurological criteria for the diagnoses of brain
death are used. A person could be diagnosed as brain dead if
one set is used and not be diagnosed as brain dead if another
is used.”
In cardiac death, doctors wait for a short time after the
cessation of the heart beat, sometimes as briefly as five
minutes, and then declare death while other body systems
are still functioning. In numerous cases, however, patients
have been known spontaneously to revive long after the five
minute cut-off. Even so, doctors under pressure to procure
organs are shortening even the five minute wait period to
maximize the quality of the organs.

See: Ontario Catholic School Board Rejects HPV Vaccine
on School Premises:

A recent case in France where a patient revived on the
operating table as surgeons were about to remove his organs,
is only the latest in a string of such events.

http://www.lifesitenews.com/ldn/2007/oct/07101806.html
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A DIRECT THREAT TO CANADIANS

BILL C-562
Brief excerpts from Euthanasia Prevention Coalition (EPC)
Newsletter July 2008
On June 12, 2008, Francine Lalonde MP (Bloc Quebecois) from La
Pointe-de-l’Ile introduced Bill C-562: an Act to amend the Criminal Code
(right to die with dignity). This bill has only minor revisions to Bill C-407,
which Lalonde introduced in 2005.
“The bill is a direct threat to the lives of people with disabilities and/or
people with chronic conditions who are often viewed as being without any
prospect of relief.”
Comments by Alex Schadenberg (Executive Director of EPC):

Legalizing euthanasia or assisted suicide is always wrong because:

International Pro-life Conference 2008
“Creating a Culture of Life”

• It directly and intentionally threatens the lives of the most
members of society. The lives of people with disabilities and
chronic conditions, people who live with depression and mental
illness, and others are directly threatened by euthanasia and
assisted suicide.

Oct. 2 - Oct. 4 at Marriott Toronto Airport Hotel
Some of the amazing speakers are:
Dr. Jack Wilke, PRESIDENT OF INTERNATIONAL RTL
Fr. Alphonse De Valk, EDITOR OF “CATHOLIC INSIGHT”
Fr. Gerald Wilberforce, EXETER ENGLAND
Fr. Raymond de Sousa, COLUMNIST WITH “NATIONAL POST”
Stephanie Grey, “CANADIAN CENTRE FOR BIO-ETHICAL REFORM”
Rosemary Connell, “SHOW THE TRUTH”
Georgette Forney, “SILENT NO MORE”
John Smeaton, DIRECTOR OF SOCIETY FOR THE PROTECTION OF
UNBORN CHILDREN, LONDON, ENGLAND
Bert DorenBos, “CRY FOR LIFE” - HOLLAND
Lech Kowalewski, “HUMAN LIFE INTERNATIONAL” EUROPE
Contact Campaign Life Coalition to register
1-800-730-5358

Pausing for Motherhood

• It changes the trust relationship between the medical practitioner
and the patient.
• Society cannot legislate autonomy and choice in relation to acts
that intentionally and directly cause death. No level of safeguard
will ever protect vulnerable people from the subtle pressure to
“choose” death.
Canadians must promote the right of every Canadian to excellent endof-life care and to guarantee that every Canadian is treated with respect
and dignity until their natural death.
For more information contact Alex at 519-439-3340

by Shannon Popkin

ARE THE TALENTS OF PROFESSIONAL WOMEN WASTED ON RAISING CHILDREN?

She walks out of her office carrying a box filled with picture
frames and coffee mugs, along with a final paycheque and a
gift certificate for Babies “R” Us stuck in one side. Reaching
her car, she slides the box onto the back seat, next to a brand
new infant car seat…
Though this scene is becoming increasingly common in
North America, not everyone is singing the praises of women
who trade their careers for motherhood. Philosopher and
author Linda Hirshman says, “Women who quit their jobs to
stay home with children are making a mistake… The tasks of

housekeeping and child rearing are not worthy of the full time
and talents of intelligent and educated human beings.”
Corporate ladders don’t usually have rungs entitled “Push
Pause; Become Stay-at-Home Mom.” A morning spent patting
my newborn’s back, rattling a lavender elephant and folding
miniature jeans doesn’t exactly capitalize on the years and
expense poured into my education and training. But Linda’s
point couldn’t be more wrong. Could an occupation really be
more fulfilling than caring for my children?

Opposite Progression
I remember a particularly rewarding moment in my career when my boss said, “Shannon,
I have more client requests for you than any other team member!” Though I modestly
kept these words to myself, I’d be ashamed to know how many times I reviewed them.
It felt so good to be affirmed and esteemed for my contributions.
But after 10 years, even if I could locate my former boss, I’d have a hard time retrieving
any remnant of this comment from his memory. And my “requesters” are more likely to
remember their Christmas lists from 10 years ago than to recall asking for me.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 8
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7

This compliment has long expired, and any fulfillment it
offered was cashed out way back when it mattered. Quite an
opposite progression happens with parenting. I recently
happened upon a picture of me holding my newborn son. He
was sleeping against my chest with his arms snuggled in tight
and his head resting under my chin. I spent several minutes
studying each curve of his face and the shape of his pudgy
fists. The time that has passed since this photo was taken
emphasizes the tender significance of that moment.

Relation Rewards
Suggesting that I’m squandering my time and talents by
caring for my children is accurate only if my objective is
personal advancement. If I were pursuing clout and
recognition, the business world would be my best trajectory.
But where would that trajectory ultimately lead me?
Would I come to the end of my life and find my most
productive years largely represented by an engraved plaque,
tarnishing in someone’s attic? Perhaps pushing pause on
personal advancement makes more sense.
A friend recently asked my three-year-old for a hug. He smiled
and squeezed her tightly but then abruptly stepped back with
a frown. She asked, “What’s wrong, buddy? What did I do?”
Scowling, he responded, “I love my mom,” as if to settle any
question of his loyalty. I know happiness can’t be quantified,
but I’d challenge the thrill of any career advancement with the
joy triggered by my curly-headed little boy.

Seeing Ambition Clearly
I donít know Linda Hirshman, but I’ll bet if we had coffee,
she would challenge me to bask in the glory of a great career.
While some moms may need to work to support their families,
Linda’s hopes for me are constrained to a title following my
name and a bank account to back it up. But as nice as these
rewards are, they can’t compare with my daughter’s delighted
giggle after she plays trick on me or the intense look in my
son’s eyes when he whispers, “Mommy, I have to tell you a
secret.”
And my aspiration isn’t confined to this life; I want more in
the life to come. Jesus, the One who will complete my life’s
per formance evaluation, offers but one habit of highly
effective people: to become the servant of all. I know that
smelly diapers, puddles of spit-up and chins dripping with drool
aren’t high-profile assignments. But Jesus promises that if I
emulate His life by giving up mine, my reward will not be
forgotten after the retirement party. If He says to me, “Well
done, good and faithful servant,” the elation and fulfillment
packed into that moment will make any relinquished accolades
seem trivial.
With permission from Shannon Popkin as submitted to Focus
on the Family Magazine.
Shannon Popkin has enjoyed the last nine years of “pursuing
more” at home, caring for her three children.
She lives in Grandville, Michigan.
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